
 

Roadmap 2.0

OpenSea Verification 
We hit OpenSea’s requirement of 100 ETH traded on 4/14/22, so the next 
step is getting verified with the “blue checkmark” stamp of approval. Verified 
collections create trust, and can make Killabears more appealing to high-
volume traders who only invest in verified collections. Our application has 
been submitted, and verification is in-process. We will update the community as 
soon as it’s complete.

Intellectual Property 
As an owner of a KILLABEARS NFT, you own the IP of the art. You 
may use the image as you wish, as long as you own that particular 
NFT. Use of the image for profit must cease upon sale of the NFT. 
Although the owner owns the IP of their bear, they do not own any 
KILLABEARS marks, logos or other art used — and therefore these 
can not be used for commercial purposes without written approval 
from the KILLABEARS team. 

Teddy Workshop
Welcome to your TeddyBear Workshop! For each 
KILLABEAR NFT you hold, you will be able to design and 
mint a TeddyBear using both the traits of your Killabear, 
and some surprise traits which haven’t been announced 
yet! A duplicates check will be put in place to make sure no 
two TeddyBears come out the same. Once designed, you will 
mint your Teddy as an NFT which will be added to the new 
TeddyBear collection.

As a KILLABEAR holder, your TeddyBear mints will be free 
(just pay gas). Along with the 3,333 Teddys created by 
holders, we’ll hold a public mint for an additional 3,333 
Teddys, bringing the collection to 6,666 TeddyBears. Once 



minted, your Teddys will show up in your wallet, and can be 
traded instantly on OpenSea or LooksRare. A limited number of 
mint-passes will be given away prior to the public sale, which 
will offer a discounted mint price

Pixabears + Metaverse
For each KILLABEAR NFT you hold, you’ll be able to mint a 
free PIXABEAR. - a pixelated version of your Killas, which will 
be used in the Metaverse! (we are currently in discussions 
with Arcade.inc & Worldwide Webb for integrations)

After that, for a limited time, we will open this collection up to other minters - where, as a 
holder you'll be able to refer 3-5 people to mint a PIXABEAR, and earn 50% of the mint 
price. (Collection limit and mint price for non holders TBD.)

@El Sato is our amazing pixel artist who will be working on PIXABEARS with us. He is an 
old school pixel artist with a ton of great looking games in his portfolio. At Umbrella 
Games, we often engaged him to elevate the quality of our art on several of our titles 
which have reached Top 10 on the AppStore. 

Loot Box
We will create a snapshot and allow all holders to claim one 
or more loot boxes filled with ETH prizes, discount deals, 
whitelist spots for other hot projects and even some exclusive 
NFTs. More details TBA soon!

Staking + Coin
We are in the process of planning an innovative new staking system. 
This system will allow you to stake your NFT's from each collection 
and earn exclusive rewards that will be announced at a later date. 
This is not your average staking system, and we want to make sure 

everything is dialed in, to provide the highest possible value to 
stakers before putting this in place. 
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